
 

Shockwave 3D Lights Redux V12a Fix

I added some taxi lights. The problem is that when I turn on a wing taxi light the nose light comes on. The same goes for the landing lights. I tried the panel code and it didn't work.
Here is the code i used:gaugeXX=shockwave_lights!SW Lights, 1,1,1,1 //shockwave lightHere is the light code i used: [LIGHTS]//Types: 1=beacon, 2=strobe, 3=navigation, 4=cockpit,
5=landing, 6=recognition, 7=wing, 8=logolight.0 = 1.91, -1.91, 0.00, 9.89, fx_shockwave_beacon_rotating_red // Rotating beacon above fuselagelight.1 = 2. Is it not irritating to have

to constantly type in the light settings for every aircraft? It's time consuming and unaesthetic. You put in the raw, then edit out all the spaces and replace them with the correct values.
That's not very fun.Here's a macro that will accept a raw list of lights, and automatically fill in the correct values based on the aircraft you are working on. All you have to do is

highlight the lines you want to edit in the aircraft.cfg file and then press the "Generate Aircraft.cfg" button, which will open notepad++ with the aircraft.cfg open. It will ask if you want
to save as the changes are written to the file. If you close it down it will ask if you want to keep the changes. If you say yes, the aircraft.cfg will be saved as is with the new changes

written to it. If you say no, the changes will be reverted and it will continue to work from there. If you want to add more lines to your config then simply add them to the bottom of your
existing aircraft.cfg and it will automatically create a new lines in the file. The macro for this is pretty simple:
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Note, You can re-arrange the
lights as they are setup in the
macro, if you would like to see
the effect of the setup in the
aircraft.cfg then you can just
open up any aircraft.cfg that

you have, and follow the
instructions that is has to set
up all the lights. Also, in my

macro I have included a
command to set all the lights
on all aircraft (even those that
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don't have any lights) to default
the way the FSX wants them.
You can turn these off if you
want to and simply get the
default look and feel. If you

would like to have the default
feel like in FSX, then leave

these on. You can tell if it is set
up to the default way in FSX by
going to the Aircraft Info Dialog

(AIAD)->X-Plane
Settings->Orbits/Performance.

If the orbit is set to default,
then the lights are set to
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default. Note, Each shockwave
lights is seperated by a comma
at the end of the line. The next
line (apart from the first line) is
the aircraft config. If you want
to change the spacing between
the lights then simply change

the value for
fx_shockwave_beaconh_l fx_sho
ckwave_landing_light_small_xe
non fx_shockwave_landing_ligh
t_small_xenon fx_shockwave_la
nding_light_small_xenon fx_sho
ckwave_landing_light_small_xe
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non fx_shockwave_landing_ligh
t_small_xenon

fx_shockwave_navgre and the
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_beaconb_l
fx_shockwave_beaconh_l
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2
fx_shockwave_beaconb_l
fx_shockwave_beaconb_l

fx_shockwave_strobe_l_2 Below
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is a small sample of what will
be in the files you must have
created to use these lights.

Each file has been formatted in
a way to make them

compatible in both the free and
the payware world. It's very

similiar to the freeware files but
there are lines missing, so if
you are used to the free files

you can easily adapt them into
the paid ones by simply adding
the missing lines. It's up to you,

what line you add, but there
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are a lot of them. 5ec8ef588b
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